


The world is a big place, suitcases... not so much! That's why it's
always great to have organisers, document wallets, toiletry bags, and
other accessories that ensure we are well-equipped and able to make
the most out of every nook and cranny whenever we travel. Just like
the ones we've included in this new collection that's full of classic
top-sellers and fantastic new products.

Let's check them out!



Three bags and a pouch to keep your suitcase more 
organised than ever

A set of waterproof bags in three different sizes to help
us make the most of the space in our suitcase, plus an
extra pouch to keep everything organised.

Those "just-in-case" items or souvenirs; everything will fit
in your suitcase if we keep it well organised with the help
of these practical bags.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 110 g
Measurements: 41 x 27 x 11 cm
Product dimensions: Large organiser: 40 x 26 x 10 cm // 
Medium organisers: 26 x 20 x 10 cm // Pouch: 25.5 x 17 x 
1 cm
Materials: polyester
Care and instructions: machine wash at a maximum of 
30ºC. Do not iron. Do not use bleach on this product. Do 
not tumble dry.



Everything you need to relax on planes, trains, buses, 
etc. 

A transparent case with a zip closure which contains a 
fabric bag, an inflatable neck pillow, ear plugs, and an eye 
mask.

This is a new product in the Mr. Wonderful universe, and 
it seems like it's going to become a true essential product 
due to how practical it is.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 250 gr 
Measurements: 27.5 x 20 x 1 cm
Materials: cotton, cord, foam, plastic and PVC
Care and instructions: Do not wash the neck pillow. The 
cloth bag and eye mask can be placed in the washing 
machine at a maximum temperature of 30ºC.



Light and easy to pack into any suitcase

A backpack with a colourful and happy design that can be 
easily folded into its own little pocket. Ideal for random 
trips out or for when you need to lighten up a suitcase 
that has a few kilos too many in it.

We already produced a foldable backpack that was a 
complete success and that's why We're absolutely 
convinced that this suuuper practical backpack will be 
flying off the shelves too!

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 140 g
Measurements: 24 x 22 x 1.5 cm
Materials: polyester
Care and instructions: machine wash at a maximum 
temperature of 30ºC.  Do not iron. Do not use bleach on 
this product. Do not tumble dry.



Everything in its place, including your cables

A bag with compartments that is ideal for you to take all
your cables and chargers on your travels without them
getting tangled.

We’d already launched a product similar to this but this
time around, we took its practicality into account without
compromising design, of course.

Minimum units per order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 185 g
Dimensions: 23 x 17 x 8.5 cm
Materials: Polyester
Care instructions: Machine wash at max 30 ºC. Do not .
Do not use bleach. Do not tumble dry



A classic Mr. Wonderful favourite that has been
renovated

A bag this is ideal for weekend trips, with handles, a faux
leather base and stylish decorative touches.

We’ve already launched travel bags similar to this one
that have been a success. This time around, we have
improved it by giving it a colour palette that wears well
and will not show dirt as easily, so we’re sure it’ll be just
as popular as before.

Minimum units per order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 750g
Dimensions: 53 x 31 x 22.5cm
Materials: Cotton canvas y piel microfibra.
Care instruction: Do not wash (stains can be removed by
gently wiping with a damp cloth). Do not iron. Do not use
bleach. Do not tumble dry.



Feel at home wherever you go

Foldable slippers that come in a cotton case with a zip
closure, capable of making any hotel feel like your living
room at home.

The slippers have a fun message that is divided in two,
and they are suitable for people who wear from a 35 to a
39.

Minimum units per order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 150g
Pack dimensions: 12.5 x 15.7 x 7cm
Length of slippers: 24 x 10,5 x 1 cm (folded 12 x 8 4 cm).
Materials: Cotton
Care instructions: Wash with cold water. Do not iron. No
usar lejía. Do not tumble dry.



A toiletry bag with plenty of space

A toiletry bag with a bold message and double the
amount of space to store and carry around our beauty
basics wherever we go.

Space, design, and quality. That's what we want from a
good travel toiletry bag... and this one has it all!

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 181 g
Measurements: 24 x 14.5 x 10.5 cm
Materials: Polyester
Care and instructions: Do not place in the washing
machine or tumble dryer. Clean by rubbing gently with a
damp cloth. Do not expose to sunlight over long periods
of time to avoid colours fading. Keep away from heat
sources.



A format that always comes out on top

This album is ideal for organising all the photos from your
trips thanks to its 64 pages where you can eaaasily stick
all your snaps. As well as that, it also includes 2 sheets of
super cool stickers.

Our photo albums have now become a classic gift and
one that is always super successful, and especially our
travel-themed ones

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 400 g
Measurements: 22.5 x 22.5 x 25.5 cm
Materials: laminated cardboard cover, 250 g paper 
interior.
Additional information: features 64 pages and 2 sheets 
of stickers.



That's one protected and super cute passport

A resistant passport holder that's ideal for keeping your
passport in perfect condition, no matter how battered it
gets.

A product that our followers love, and which sells out
every time we bring out a new design.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 52 g
Measurements: 10 x 14 x 1.5 cm
Materials: PU
Care instructions: Clean with a damp cloth. Do not 
machine wash or dry.



A suitcase tag that's always handy to have

A practical and cute suitcase tag that's perfect to help
you locate your suitcase in the blink of an eye.

One of Mr. Wonderful's basic travel items that are a huge
smile every time we update the design.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 28 g
Measurements: 7.5 x 12 x 1 cm
Materials: PU
Care and instructions: Do not wash (stains can be
removed by rubbing gently with a damp cloth). Do not
iron. Do not use bleach on this product. Do not expose to
sunlight over long periods of time to avoid colours fading.
Keep away from sharp objects. Keep away from heat
sources.



A basic essential for organised travellers

A practical and extremely comprehensive travel
document holder which features three side pockets, five
slots for cards, two compartments for bigger bits of
paper and a pocket with a zip closure.

This product is a basic essential for helping travellers to
organise their trip. It is super practical inside and features
a message that's going to win over everyone's hearts on
the outside.

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 160 g
Measurements: 13 x 25 x 2 cm
Materials: PVC
Care and instructions: do not wash (stains can be
removed by rubbing gently with a damp cloth). Keep
away from heat sources. Do not expose to sunlight over
long periods of time to avoid colours fading.



Tote bags that take up barely any space in your suitcase

Light tote bags with soft handles made of leatherette,
and super convenient and comfortable to take with you.
An essential for any suitcase.

Innovative design and message from the Mr. Wonderful
universe and made with an innovative and super practical
material: a laminated exterior which ensures that they
are authentic travellers

Minimum units for the order: 5
Barcode:

Weight: 261 g
Measurements: 34 x 39 x 9.5 cm // 40 x41 x 11.5 cm
Materials: laminated polyester and leatherette
Care and instructions: wash by hand in cold water
(without wetting the handles). Do not use bleach on this
product. Do not tumble dry. Do not iron.







The products in this collection are more understated and elegant,
thanks to the grey base colour. Decorated with small illustrations
and messages dedicated to travel lovers.



Multi-purpose and cute

This wristlet is already a well-loved format by Mr.
Wonderful Travel because of its design and its
practicality, whether you use it for makeup, cables,
stationery or whatever you fancy.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303361

Weight: 70g
Product dimensions: 24.5 x 17 x 2cm
Materials: PU, cotton and polyester



The most practical format

A lightweight backpack that is water resistant and a
decent size that can also be stored inside its own case,
making it easy to take wherever you go.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303354

Weight: 160 g
Product dimensions: 8 x 12 x 2cm
Materials: polyester







Mr. Wonderful Travel, the travel-themed sub brand of
Mr. Wonderful, is back with new releases. Three lines with
different designs whose every last detail has been carefully
curated, featuring backpacks to drinks, bottles, pillows and even
foldable bum bags. Everything that we need to travel and never
stop enjoying it.

Let’s take a look!

.



The map print is the main focus of this Mr. Wonderful Travel
Collection. That’s why the pieces featuring references to the love of
travel, are all super practical and make perfect gifts.



A multi-purpose accessory

Perfect for use as a toiletry bag, pencil case or a pouch to
keep your chargers and cables in… it’s super practical!

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303224

Weight: 70g
Product dimensions: 24.5 x 17 x 2cm
Materials: PU, cotton and polyester



For adventures and picnics

This bag is spacious, comfortable and comes with a
thermally-lined base compartment with a zip closure to
keep food and drinks at their optimal temperature.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303231

Weight: 238 g
Product dimensions: 40 x 41 x 15 cm
Materials: 100% polyester



This trick to packing like a pro

With this set of two bags in which it’s possible to store
your clothes inside your suitcase to make sure your
clothes don’t take up all the space. Thanks to their zip
closure, air is prevented from entering for maximum
compression.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303293

Weight: 110 g
Product dimensions: 24.4 x 35.5 x 1.5cm
Materials: polyester



To keep in your suitcase at all times

Lightweight with comfortable straps, and a case that
hangs from one of the interior handles to store it
comfortably and compactly so that you can always have it
handy on your travels.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303217

Weight: 160 g
Product dimensions: 8 x 12 x 2cm
Materials: polyester



Practical for travel

A foldable and water resistant bum bag that can be
folded up and stored inside its own case, and that is
perfect to carry around your travel necessities wherever
you go.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303248

Weight: 145 g
Product dimensions: 24 x 14 x 7 cm
Materials: polyester



A true basic

This purse is perfect for keeping your cards, travel passes
and other necessities handy for travel or even daily life.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303040

Weight: 110g
Product dimensions: 13.5 x 22 x 1.5cm
Materials: polyester



Compact but complete

This set contains a case with a sleep mask and slippers.
All designed to make travel and stays in hotels as
comfortable as being at home.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303309

Weight: 170 g
Product dimensions: 12.5 x 17.7 x 7cm
Materials: cotton



A must-have for hand luggage

A product that has become a basic for quick getaways or
adventurers who like to travel light. This transparent
toiletry bag comes with reusable containers for hygiene
products. It comes with 3 bottles for shampoo, shower
gel and a spray bottle, plus, two pots for conditioner and
lotion.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303316

Weight: 220 g
Product dimensions: 18.5 x 13.5 x 5.5 cm
Materials: EVA + PU



A novel necessity

Whether you’re travelling or just going about your daily
business, this case is perfect for comfortably carrying
around your toothbrush and toothpaste.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303286

Weight: 112 gr
Product dimensions: 21 x 5 x 3 cm
Materials: silicone, pvc and paper



The best way to identify luggage

A luggage label with space to include your contact details
so that you can recognise your luggage as soon as you
see it at the airport.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303255

Weight: 220g
Product dimensions: 6.5 x 22 x 1cm
Materials: PU



Our clients’ preferred format

This notebook format is a hit for Mr. Wonderful Travel
thanks to its lined pages and elastic band closure that
makes it an idea diary or everyday use notebook.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435460772266

Weight: 150 gr
Product dimensions: 13.3 x 18.8 x 1.9 cm
Materials: paper



The best moments from our trip

Photos, tickets, various papers… all of this and more fits
inside this amazing memory album that comes with
ample pages which you can use to keep your best photos
organised and properly remember every adventure.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435460772280

Weight: 800 g
Product dimensions: 27.5 x 24.5 x 2 cm
Materials: paper



A great gift for travel lovers

This diary comes with a whole host of special pages for
you to note down all your necessary responsibilities
(recommendations, budgets, packing lists etc.) all for
more than 20 trips. Ideal for those who enjoy preparing a
trip as much as actually doing it.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435460772273

Weight: 350g
Product dimensions: 13 x 20 x 1.3cm
Materials: paper



Spacious and complete with hanger

With pockets and a hanger incorporated into it, this is the
practical toiletries bag that we have designed and that
comes with a map print design that is sure to be a
success.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303200

Weight: 185 g
Product dimensions: 22.5 x 16.5 x 7.5cm
Materials: laminated cotton canvas



A sought-out product

This organisational pouch comes with several
compartments to keep your cables and chargers in order
when you travel.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303262

Weight: 178 g
Product dimensions: 22.5 x 16.5 x 3.5cm
Materials: cotton canvas



We’re releasing our more adventurous side with this collection,
featuring products that have a darker base colour and more
popping accent colours and cute, little designs. Including
accessories that go together and bring an element of practicality to
travellers who always like to be well-prepared when they travel.



A multi-purpose product

Make-up bag, clutch purse, or even a pencil case. This
wristlet is wonderfully versatile and perfect for any
adventure you go on.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303095

Weight: 70g
Product dimensions: 24.5 x 17 x 2cm
Materials: PU, cotton and polyester



A reinvented popular product

The Mr. Wonderful Travel reusable bottles have always
been a hit, but now we’re ready to give them a little extra
oomph by introducing a collapsible bottle that you can
keep mostly flat when it’s empty and therefore takes up
less space.

Minimum order units: 6 
Barcode: 8435439303033

Weight: 178 g
Product dimensions: 7.8 x 22.5 cm
Materials: food grade silicone and PP



Ideal for daily use or picnics anytime, anywhere

This tote bag is great for carrying around all kinds of
travel accessories. On top of that, it has a section at the
bottom that is insulates to keep food and drinks at their
optimal temperatures for if you fancy a picnic or a snack
on the go.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303101

Weight: 238 g
Product dimensions: 40 x 41 x 15 cm
Materials: 100% polyester



A must-have for inside suitcases

This set of two bags is perfect for keeping clothes inside
and making sure they don’t take up all the space inside
your suitcase! All thanks to their zip closures that help
prevent air from entering so that things stay nice and
compressed. A true travel must-have!

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303163

Weight: 110g
Product dimensions: 24.4 x 35.5 x 1.5cm
Materials: polyester



Water resistant and foldable

This water-resistant backpack is perfect for carrying
around inside other bags or suitcases, since it comes in a
storage case in which you can keep it folded so that it
doesn’t take up too much space.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303088

Weight: 160 g
Product dimensions: 8 x 12 x 2cm
Materials: polyester



Handy and stylish

Bum bags are coming back into fashion this year,
especially when it comes to staying stylish on your
travels. They’re a great way of keeping your valuables
safe, plus, this model folds up and can be stored in its
own case, so that you can take it with you without it
taking up too much space.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303118

Weight: 145 g
Product dimensions: 24 x 14 x 7 cm
Materials: polyester



Spacious, with hanger included

A toiletry bag with a double compartment, pockets and a 
hanger, perfect for transporting all your cosmetic 
essentials.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303071

Weight: 185 g
Product dimensions: 22.5 x 16.5 x 7.5 cm
Materials: cotton canvas



With a cover to store it and reduce its size

This neck pillow is made from comfortable memory foam
and comes with a practical case, in which you can store
it, making it smaller and easier to transport.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303194

Weight: 285 g
Product dimensions: 30 x 31 cm
Materials: Outer material: 100% poly jersey material
Interior: Memory foam (polyurethane)



Compact but not lacking anything

This purse comes with several compartments that allow
you to keep your travel passes, cards and much more
organised and handy. A true traveller’s must-have!

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303026

Weight: 110 g
Product dimensions: 13.5 x 22 x 1.5cm
Materials: polyester



A revisited classic

We had already brought out a similar set that was such a
hit with our customers that we have reinvented the
design which is now comprised of a cute case containing
a sleep mask with elastic strap and slippers.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303170

Weight: 105 g
Product dimensions: 12.5 x 15.7 x 7cm
Materials: cotton



A hand-luggage essential

This transparent toiletry bag comes with three bottles –
for shampoo, shower gel and a spray bottle. It also comes
with two pots for conditioner and lotion. All reusable!

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303187

Weight: 220 g
Product dimensions: 18.5 x 13.5 x 5.5cm
Materials: EVA + PU



A highly-requested product

This kind of case to carry around your toothbrush and
toothpaste is always a success, especially thanks to the
fact that other cases on the market aren’t as detailed
with their design, nor do they come with a message.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303156

Weight: 112 gr
Product dimensions: 21 x 5 x 3 cm
Materials: silicone, pvc and paper



The most original way of identifying your belongings

The most straightforward, simple way to locate your
luggage when it comes round on the belt at the airport, is
through a luggage label that matches the rest of the
collection. And with space on it for your name, address
and telephone number.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303125

Weight: 220 g
Product dimensions: 6.5 x 22 x 1cm
Materials: PU



A new must-have

Camera, mobile, tablet… we travel with a whole host of
cables and chargers for our bits and bobs that will now
be easier to organise with this cable pouch, which comes
with different compartments and is the ideal size to carry
in your suitcase.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303132

Weight: 178 g
Product dimensions: 22.5 x 16.5 x 3.5cm
Materials: cotton canvas



Beaches, cruises and our love for the sea have inspired this
adorable nautical-themed collection that features cute illustrations
and a blue colour palette. Product especially designed for travellers
whose favourite destination always includes sand and saltwater.



Super useful

This wristlet is ideal as a toiletries bag, handbag or pencil
case. Multifunctional and designed in conjunction with
the rest of the products in the collection.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303330

Weight: 70 g
Product dimensions: 24.5 x 17 x 2cm
Materials: PU, cotton and polyester



Perfect for keeping inside your luggage

This adorable backpack is spacious, comfy and comes
with a case that attaches to its inner handle so you can
fold it and store it neatly without it taking up a lot of
space in your suitcase or beach bag.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303323

Weight: 160 g
Product dimensions: 8 x 12 x 2 cm
Materials: polyester



To carry everything, even food

This comfortable tote bag comes with a thermal
compartment and a zip closure that is perfect for carrying
food around and keeping it at its optimal temperature.

Minimum order units: 5 
Barcode: 8435439303347

Weight: 238 g
Product dimensions: 40 x 41 x 15 cm
Materials: 100% polyester
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